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As new medications emerge to provide means to delay or halt disease progression in Systemic Amyloidosis (SA), it is becoming increasingly 
important to decrease the too great diagnostic delay. A solution could be found by using Artificial Intelligence. Unfortunately, its great potential is 
still hampered by seeming complexity, often narrow application and relatively high costs. However, an
Automated Intelligence (AmI) could provide a quick fix by merging acquired human knowledge with computing power.

Introductie

OBJECTIVE
To evaluate whether using an AmI based on known ‘red flags’ for SA can be a useful tool for early detection.

METHODS

RESULTS

DISCUSSION
An AmI was created by using the Best Practice Advisory application within the Epic Electronical Medical Record (EMR). The AmI was configured to 
trigger on the presence of Carpal Tunnel Syndrome or Polyneuropathy combined with Heart ailure or Atrium fibrillation in the absence of the 
diagnosis SA or Diabetes Mellitus in a patient’s EMR with the age over 50 years. The AmI was active during a period of 2 ½ month. When entering a 
patient’s digital chart when the condition was met, a ‘diagnostic warning’ was displayed to the physician with a suggestion for further follow-up 
trough the Amyloidosis Expert Center. The referred patients underwent diagnostic tests to evaluate the presence of SA. All non-referred patients 
would later be anonymously evaluated for their chance of having SA.

This study shows that using an AmI based on ‘red flags’ has potential of being a useful tool for the early detection of 
SA. Further fine-tuning is needed to make the system more specific and more subservient to the clinicians. 
Moreover, legal and ethical issues should be addressed.

CONCLUSIONS

The good, bad and ugly

TECHNICAL
High Detection rate in 2 ½ months
- 59 % of potential patients 
encountered
- Simple build, no AI needed

Possible under performance
- Subpar registration within EMR
- AmI not specific enough

AmI triggers in unwanted situations
- Triggers with all physicians
- Dominant pop-up

MEDICAL
- SA diagnosed in one patient
- Small number of referred patients
- No plan in place for ‘Evaluation

desirable’ cases

ETHICAL
Comments
- Intrusion into medical autonomy
- Unwelcome finding for patients

Cardiac and neurological symptoms 
are not always the primary reason 
for care

LEGAL
Increased diagnostic consistency
- Decrease in missed diagnosis

Patients have right ‘not to know’
- Other greater concerns
- Life insurance?

Possible legal consequences for not 
acting upon AmI trigger

Possible Solutions

Incorporation of AmI information 
within the standard workflow
- No more pop-up

Increase AmI specificity
- ECG findings
- TTE findings
- PA findings

Better education of physicians
- Info on rare diseases
- Positive effect of AmI
Ask patients for permission for the 
use of AmI within their medical 
records

AmI or not; if the diagnosis is a 
possibility and the treatment could 
significantly improve patients care, 
a physician should have the 
knowledge and expertise to act.
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